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Abstract- Rechargeable batteries keep on being broadly utilized choice for energy storing and
supplying purposes. Various technical issues and cost analysis of Li-ion, Lead acid and
Vanadium is presented in this study. Cost correlation of these batteries is also discussed via net
present cost (NPC). Li-ion batteries are in fact more favorable than lead acid for use in various
aspects like high energy density, long life, turnaround charge efficiency etc. On the other hand,
vanadium has the highest lifetime with high capital cost. Cost comparison is done using HOMER
based on solar and wind data for Statesboro. Simulation outcome indicate that techno-efficient of
Li-ion battery would fit for lifelong energy storage.
Keywords: HOMER, Li-ion battery, Lead-acid battery, Generic Vanadium, NPC.

1. INTRODUCTION
To make power networks more intelligent and encouraging with incorporation of renewable
energy sources and storage devices are genuinely acknowledged as the essential initiative to
accomplish a safe power sector [1] [2]. As fossil powers, for example, coal, oil is
exhausting day by day, renewable energy sources have been urged to guarantee energy
security of entire world. Most popular renewable energy sources like solar, hydro, biomass,
biogas, wind and geothermal can give sensible imperativeness organizations. Within 2040,
non-hydropower renewable vitality sources will represent more than 66% of the aggregate
renewable era, while on the other hand, the aggregate renewable share of all power era will
increment from 13% in 2013 to 18% in 2040 [3]. To store the energy, we need backup
system. For this reason, several types of batteries like Li-ion, Lead-acid and Vanadium
keep on being the favored decision. These batteries can be used for remote areas an
optional and cleaner vitality source through the improvement of photovoltaic frameworks,
hybrid electric vehicles and sun oriented power frameworks [4].
A battery can convert stored chemical energy into electrical energy with some internal heat
losses [5]. Maximum capacity of a battery can be determined by SOC (state of charge),
SOH (state of health) and SOF (state of function). SOC of a cell is the percentage of its
total energy capacity that is still available to discharge while on the other hand, SOH
describes present condition and ability to deliver the specified performance compared with
a new battery [6]. Li-ion batteries have greater power in a smaller package. It has
fundamentally higher life cycle than lead acid battery in the field of discharge. Due to
higher energy and output power, Li-ion batteries are the most appropriate for electric
vehicles. Lead acid batteries require ordinarily more crude material than lithium-particle to
accomplish a similar energy storage, having a substantially bigger effect on the earth amid
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the mining process [7]. In case of vanadium redox flow battery, it has low power and
energy densities which suggest more complex system compared to other storage batteries
[8].
Here, we have designed three diverse types of battery model using HOMER which are Liion, Lead-acid and Generic Vanadium. Solar & wind data is acquired from NASA Surface
meteorology and Solar Energy for the location of Statesboro, Georgia. As displayed in
HOMER, the latitude and longitude of this place is 〖32〗^° 〖26.9〗^' N,〖81〗^° 〖47.0〗^' W,
respectively. With the help of pyrheliometer/pyranometer [9] and anemometer [10] solar
irradiance and wind speed can be measured. Fig.1 and 2 shows the monthly average daily
solar radiation and wind speed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Monthly-average-solar-irradiance; (b) Monthly-average-wind-speed

2. HOMER SIMULATION MODEL

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Structure plan in HOMER: (a) on-grid (b) off-grid

From fig. 2 we can see that our proposed HOMER model consists of Generic 1kWh Liion/Lead-acid/Vanadium battery, PV cell, 10 kW wind turbine, 50 kW Genset generator,
system converter and desired load. Here we considered residential load for all types of
simulations.
HOMER simulation has two purposes. At the very beginning, it will check all feasibility of
the system. Secondly, the life-cycle cost of the system configuration is resolved, which is
the aggregate cost of installing and operating the system over its life span. During
optimization, HOMER simulates various combination of the system and avoid the
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infeasible results. Then it shows the feasible results based on total net present cost (NPC).
From these results, we can choose the feasible output with minimum net present cost.
Optimization process decides the optimum value of every different results that interests the
modeler [11].
For ideal cost estimation, HOMER simulates both off-grid and on-grid design under same
load. Here, we used the following input parameters.
2.1. GENERIC FLATE PLATE PV
This photovoltaic array is flat plate type and manufactured by Generic.
2.2. WIND TURBINE
In this paper, Generic 10 kW wind turbine is used.
2.3. STORAGE DEVICES
Here we used Generic 1kW Li-ion, Lead-acid & Generic Vanadium which is modified
kinetic model battery. It includes rate dependent losses, temperature dependence on
capacity, cycle lifetime estimation using Rainflow counting and temperature effect on
calendar life. Additionally, it can support the system in off-grid mode. From the following
cost curve of these storage devices we can conclude that, by adding different quantity we
can vary the cost which will eventually make effect on total net present cost.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Cost curve for (a) 1 kW Li-ion (b) 1 kW Lead-acid (c) Generic Vanadium

2.4. SYSTEM CONVERTER
It is a system converter manufactured by Generic.
2.5. ADVANCED GRID
When there is insufficient power, the grid supplies power to meet the load demand. On the
other hand, it consumes power when excessive power is available.
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3. CORRELATION OF TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
3.1. CHARGING TIME
There are three types of Li-ion battery: cobalt, manganese and phosphate. Time required for
full charge is 2-4h, 1h or less, 1h or less respectively while for lead-acid time is varied from
8-16 hours [12]. Almost all Li-ion battery are “deep cycle” implying that they can be
completely charged and discharged.
3.2. CYCLE LIFE
With 80% discharge rate, the typical life cycle of Li-ion cell varies from 500-1000 cycles
(except for phosphate: 1000-2000) while it is 200-300 cycles for Lead-acid battery [12]. On
the other hand, cycle life of Vanadium redox is greater than 10,000 cycles with 100% DOD
(depth of discharge). So, Lithium-ion battery has altogether higher life cycle than lead-acid
battery. This uniqueness can be further expanded by constraining DOD and temperature.
3.3. RATE EXECUTION
While figuring out what limit of battery to use for a framework, a basic thought for leadacid battery is to what extent the framework will take to discharge. Along with shorter
discharge period we will get less capacity from lead-acid cell. There are two distinct
categories of lead-acid battery: flooded and sealed/valve regulated (SLA or VRLA). A
100Ah Li-ion cell will accomplish more than 98Ah within 30 minutes discharge while
100Ah VRLA cell will just convey 80Ah in 4-hour time period.
3.4. FROSTY WEATHER PERFORMANCE
In cold ambience both lithium-ion and lead-acid battery lose capacity but into the -20°c
territory Li-ion loses altogether less capacity.
3.5. ECOLOGICAL IMPACT & RECYCLING
Li-ion batteries are more environment friendly than lead-acid or vanadium but reusing of
Li-ion cell are costly than lead-acid batteries [13]. It requires mining of lithium carbonate,
aluminum, copper and iron metal. So, the aluminum and copper ecological effects are a
great deal more noteworthy. On the other hand, lead is extremely unsafe for human being.
More than 96% of lead-acid batteries in USA are reused which has a gigantic effect on the
natural condition.
4. ANALYSIS OF COST
Generally, for the identical size, Li-ion battery is costlier than lead-acid. In our HOMER
simulation, we can design the system in such way that we will get minimum COE. The
simulation procedure fills two needs. Firstly, it checks all feasibility of the system.
HOMER considers the model to be workable in the event that it can sufficiently serve the
electric load and fulfill some other requirements forced by the client. Secondly, the lifecycle cost of the system configuration is resolved, which is the aggregate cost of installing
and operating the system over its life span. To evaluate the system performance under
various operating conditions, simulation process have been carried out using HOMER
built-in data (NASA Surface meteorology and Solar Energy) which is calculated based on
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location. During optimization, HOMER simulates various combination of the system and
avoid the infeasible results. Then it shows the feasible results based on total net present cost
(NPC). From these results, we can choose the feasible output with minimum net present
cost.
The cost development of three types of batteries has been presented in table I. Here we
consider the hub height is 24 meters for wind turbine and operating temperature of solar
cell is 47°C. At the beginning, we put some values for capital cost, replacement cost and
maintenance cost to get optimize results. Then HOMER simulates with these given input
data and gives us the simulated results for each of the storage devices as we can see in
figure 5, 6 and 7.
TABLE I. TECHNICAL DATA FOR HOMER MODEL
Input

Wind

PV

Parameters

Turbine

Module

Capital
Cost($)

Replacement
Cost($)

Converter

Li-ion

Leadacid

Vanadium
5000$(Cell Stacks-

2000

4615

420

30

200

kw),200$(
Electrolyte-kwh)
1000$(Cell Stacks-

1540

3692

350

28

150

kw),200$(Electrolytekwh)

O & M($)

8

8

1

1

10

100

Lifetime(year)

20

25

15

8

6

15

100%-

100%-

20hr

20hr

rate

rate

Efficiency(%)

Minimum
SOC(%)
Nominal
Voltage
Nominal
Capacity(kwh)
Maximum
Capacity(Ah)

-

13

90

65-75%
99%

80%

at 4hr

at 4hr

rate

rate

-

-

-

20

-

20

-

-

-

3.7

2

50

-

-

-

1

1.03

-

-

-

-

276

513
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From the following simulation results of cost, we can see that Vanadium-ESS cell stacks
has the highest capital, replacement and maintenance cost while lithium-ion has the
minimum cost.

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 4. Cost summary of (a) 1 kW Li-ion[ASM] (b) 1 kW Lead-acid[ASM] (c) Generic
Vanadium

4.1. ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION & STATE OF CHARGE (SOC)
From the HOMER simulation results based on wind and solar data we can see that Li-ion
battery has the highest electricity production per year which is 47,560 kWh/yr whether the
figure is 47,329 kWh/yr and 47,330 kWh/yr for Lead-acid and Vanadium respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Monthly electric production for (a) Li-ion (b) Lead-acid (c) Generic Vanadium

On the other hand, Vanadium has almost 100% SOC while the value is 51% and 22.5% for
lead-acid and li-ion respectively. Simply defined, state of charge (SOC) of a battery or cell
is the percentage of its total energy capacity that is still available to discharge [14].
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6. SOC of (a) Vanadium (100%) (b) Lead-acid (51%) (c) Li-ion (22.5%)

5. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
In this study, we have considered residential load. Assuming that, lifetime of whole project
is 25 years. Fig. 14-19 shows the optimization results for our proposed model with and
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without grid connection respectively. Optimization process are carried out through every
possible selection of variables in this hybrid power system without considering the
sensitivity variables [15] [16].
Based on different optimization results on various case we have created a comparison table
for these storage devices.
TABLE II. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR HOMER MODEL

Li-ion

Lead-

Vanadium

COE($/kWh)

acid($/kWh)

COE($/kWh)

0.0620

0.0731

0.181

1.11

1.23

2.4

Solar with grid

0.0771

0.0749

0.353

Solar without grid

1.06

1.23

3.63

Wind with grid

0.0499

0.0386

0.633

Wind without grid

0.238

10.40

1.77

Simulation Type
Solar & Wind with
grid
Solar & Wind without
grid

6. SUMMARY OF THE PAPER
From the table II we can clearly see that in case of solar & wind with grid, the minimum
COE from the result is 0.0620$, 0.0731$ and 0.181$ for li-ion, lead-acid and vanadium
respectively. In this scenario, the percentage of renewable energy contribution is 97%, 98%
and 98% respectively for Li-ion, Lead-acid and Vanadium battery. For other types of
simulation, the COE is quite high except wind with grid simulation result. As the wind
speed is good enough for Statesboro, Georgia we get another minimum COE which is
0.0499$, 0.0386$ and 0.0633$ respectively. But without grid connection for lead-acid
battery COE is high enough which is 10.40$.
In our proposed grid connected model, an optimum number of renewable energy sources is
activated and supplies electricity to the load. It can be clearly seen that for Lead-acid
battery, off grid power system for the same load is more expensive ($1.23) than grid
connected system ($0.0731) which is true for the other mentioned storage devices.
7. CONCLUSIONS
This study represents a comparison between three types of storage devices without
considering the effect of sensitivity variables. The simulation results show that, grid
connected hybrid power system with various storage devices which includes solar and wind
is more cost effective than without grid connected hybrid power system for the same
residential load. If we want to supply power to the grid then Li-ion battery would be an
excellent choice. Moreover, if we go with only wind turbine then Lead-acid would be more
cost-effective battery among these. In our proposed system, the cost of energy (COE) with
grid connection is 0.0620/0.0731/0.181$ kWh while the average residential electricity rate
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in Statesboro is 0.116$ kWh [17]. Moreover, based on green energy, maintenance cost,
SOC, charging and discharging rate, environmental effect and lifecycle Li-ion is more
suitable than lead-acid/vanadium battery. So, our proposed HOMER model for Li-ion
battery would be a feasible choice for power generation at Statesboro, GA.
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